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Abstract

Sketch Engine is a corpus manager tool which allows building own text corpora
from user-uploaded files or from Internet by downloading and cleaning web pages in
a particular language and domain. It also provides many functions to explore the
corpus data. We present the level of current support of Turkic languages (namely
Azeri, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Tatar, Turkish, Turkmen, Urdu and Uzbek) in Sketch Engine.
It is currently possible to use features of Sketch Engine like concordancing, filtering,
sampling, sorting of query searches, wordlist generating, collocation lists extraction,
keyword extraction, finding good dictionary examples for  words and phrases  and
some other features.

Additionally,  we discuss possible developments for improving Turkic language
support  in  Sketch  Engine,  starting  with  incorporating  existing  tagging  tools  for
Turkic  languages,  adding  terminology extraction and  building word  sketches  and
thesauri.We invite Turkic language specialists to join us in our efforts of building
large scale and at the same time high quality resources for Turkic languages.
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1. Introduction

Turkic  language  family  contains  more  than  thirty  languages  and  the  biggest
language, Turkish, is spoken by almost 1% of the world population. It is spoken more
than Italian or Dutch. Turkish Wikipedia is 10th (Azeri being 39th) biggest measured
by the number of active editors1 however Turkic languages in general  are under-
resourced from the point of view of corpus linguistics. That is why we have put some

1 http://wikistats.wmflabs.org/display.php?t=wp&s=ausers_desc

http://wikistats.wmflabs.org/display.php?t=wp&s=ausers_desc


effort to creating Turkic language resources and adding at least basic Turkic language
support to Sketch Engine. This paper describes the result.

First we describe how we have built several Turkic corpora from Internet. Then
we  describe  current  features  of  Sketch  Engine  available  for  these  corpora.  A
discussion  of  possible  other  usages  follows.  At  the  end  we  propose  possible
improvements and future work towards full support of Turkic languages in Sketch
Engine.

2. Building Turkic corpora

We selected Turkish, Azerbaijani, Uzbek, Kazakh, Turkmen and Kyrgyz for our
2012 Turkic data collection (Baisa,  Suchomel,  2012).  The procedure for building
general corpora from the web remains the same:

 Start  with  a  small  corpus  in  the  target  language  or  create  one  from
Wikipedia texts to build language and encoding detection models.

 Find at least 100 web pages in the target language and use them as starting
points for a web crawler.

 Run the web crawler – we have been successfully using SpiderLing, a text
corpus oriented crawler (Suchomel, Pomikálek, 2012).

 Alternatively,  run  WebBootCaT (Baroni  et  al.,  2006),  a  tool  for  creating
mid-sized corpora from the web using a search engine (the tool is built in
the Sketh Engine corpus creation interface) and a part of the Corpus Factory
method (Kilgarriff et al., 2010).

 Clean the web data using a set of tools for HTML boilerplate removal, de-
duplication (removal of similar sentences, paragraphs or documents) and a
robust (web texts aware) tokenizer2.

 Carry out part-of-speech tagging using a tagger for the target language.
 Store and index the corpus by a corpus manager to allow fast search.

Since  a  productive  inflectional  and  derivational  agglutinative  morphology  is
essential for Turkic languages, any serious corpus based research can benefit from a
proper morphological  annotation.  Although there  is  not  a  morphological  analyzer
built in Sketch Engine, uploading user annotated texts is supported.

Texts  in  languages  written  in  multiple  scripts  or  spoken  in  areas  of  different
countries like Tatar and Uyghur are much harder to obtain using the web crawling
method. Differences in alphabets and lists of words might be exploited to separate
documents in different Turkic languages. Yet, one has to deal with multiple writing
systems in the region: Cyrillic, Latin and Arabic.

2 All available for free at http://corpus.tools



In case of problems stemming from the issues with crawling, we recommend the
search engine driven approach to build large corpora from the web:

 Again, start with a small corpus in the target language or create one from
Wikipedia texts.

 Produce a list of words in the corpus sorted by number of occurrences in the
corpus from the most frequent word. Use medium frequent words, e.g. from
rank  500  to  600  and  from  rank  1500  to  1600  as  seed  words  for
WebBootCaT.

 Let a search engine find web documents in the target language and build the
corpus semi-automatically using WebBootCaT.

To gather good quality texts3 in languages with a scarce Internet presence (which
is the case of the most Turkic languages), one can employ less automated means as
was shown by (Dovudov et al., 2011):

 Identify  Internet  sources  yielding  quality  documents,  e.g.  online
newspapers, and government or municipality portals.

 Analyze the web structure of the sources,  i.e. locate texts within the site
(e.g. find archive of a news site) and determine the important blocks in html
pages: this can be automated (Song et al., 2004).

 Write a computer program downloading texts from the web according to
findings in the previous step. A recursive run of wget4 might do the task as
well.

Normalization (or unification) of web texts might be required to achieve a good
level of quality as reported by (Dovudov et al., 2011):

 Transliteration of letters to the desired script, e.g. from the Latin script or
the Arabic script to the Cyrillic script.

 Identification and correction of language specific letters, e.g. replace Н by Ң
where appropriate in Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Tatar and Turkmen.

3 A “good quality” text for the purpose of a linguistic research carried on text corpora can be defined as
a long sequence of paragraphs of fluent natural sentences.

4 Wget, a utility for downloading web content, http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/

http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/


Table 1. Turkic corpora for language research currently available in Sketch Engine

Language Name
Corpus size
[M tokens]

Lexicon size
[M words]

Notes

Azeri Turkic web – Azerbaijani 115 1.5 Web crawled

Kazakh Turkic web – Kazakh 175 2.2 Web crawled

Kyrgyz Turkic web – Kyrgyz 24 0.6 Web crawled

Tatar Tatar sample 0.29 0.07
Small web corpus gathered using 
WebBootCaT (Ambati et al., 
2012)

Turkmen Turkic web – Turkmen 3 0.2 Web crawled

Turkish

Turkish WaC 41 1.5

Small web corpus gathered using 
the Corpus Factory method, 
parsed with MaltParser5 (Ambati 
et al., 2012)

TrTenTen 4,125 17.2 Web crawled

OPUS2 Turkish 207 1.5 Parallel corpus6

Uzbek Turkic web – Uzbek 25 0.6 Web crawled

The corpora don’t have rich metadata, e.g. domains and text types are missing for
all documents. To understand the type of texts in these corpora, it is good to look at
the most exploited web domains. In Table 2 you can see top domains for the Turkic
corpora.

Table 2. Top domain contained in Turkic corpora
Corpus Top domains
Turkic web – Azerbaijani mediaforum.az, az.trend.az, milli.az, mia.az, modern.az, 525.az, ...

TrTenTen afyonkarahisar.com.tr, savaskarsitlari.org, yeniasya.com.tr, ...
Turkic web  Kazakh‒ alashainasy.kz, egemen.kz, inform.kz, kaz.gazeta.kz, thenews.kz, ...
Turkic web  Kyrgyz‒ kabar.kg, www.azattyk.org, kg.zpress.kg, erkintoo.kg, ktrk.kg, ...
Turkic web  Turkmen‒ tmolympiad.org, www.azathabar.org, turkmenistan.gov.tm, cci.gov.tm, ...
Turkic web  Uzbek‒ uza.uz, shou-biznes.uz, jamiyatgzt.uz, old.uzbekistonovozi.uz, ...

5 MaltParser, a data driven dependency parser. http://www.maltparser.org

6 OPUS, the open parallel corpus. http://opus.lingfil.uu.se

http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/
http://www.maltparser.org/


3. Concordances

Figure 1. Sampled concordance for lemma “ekmek” in TurkishWaC

The main feature available for all corpora is concordance search: a powerful full-
text search. As many of our Turkic corpora have only word forms (lemmas and other
tags are not available), the searching is limited to regular expressions over these word
forms.  But  even  with  this  limitation,  the  query  language  (CQL,  Corpus  Query
Language7) is expressive enough to allow complex searches.

Once a result is shown, it can be sorted, further filtered (by other CQL queries),
randomly sampled  (see  Figure  1),  stored  and  various  frequencies  (Figure  2)  and
visualizations  (Figure  3)  can  be  obtained.  All  these  actions  can  be  combined  to
narrow and fine-tune the original result.

7 http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/wiki/SkE/CorpusQuerying



Figure 2. The most frequent wordforms of “ekmek” in TurkishWaC

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of lemma “ekmek” in corpus parts

If there are enough hits (examples) in a concordance search, one can extract the
most salient collocations from it. The algorithm in Sketch Engine looks for the most
frequent  words  which  co-occur  with  the  searched  query  and  then  applies  a  co-
occurrence statistics.  We usually use  logDice (Rychlý, 2008). In Figure 4a you can
see collocates derived from the concordance for “ekmek”.



Figure 4. (a) Collocations for lemma “ekmek”    (b) Kazakh wordlists for words ending with “лар”

4. Wordlists

Wordlist is another feature universally available for any corpus. Any positional
attribute (word, lemma, part of speech, morphology tag, …) can be explored. It is
similar to frequency lists of concordance search but wordlists are more general. E.g.
you can get the most frequent words, the most frequent lemmas ending with “лар”
etc. You may use several constraints and filter the results with regular expressions.
You can obtain either raw frequencies or document frequencies per item. In Figure 4b
you can see wordlist for all words ending with “лар” from the Kazakh corpus.

5. Word sketches and thesaurus

Word sketches are the core feature of Sketch Engine (hence the name). Word sketch 
is a one-page, automatic, corpus-derived summary of a word’s grammatical and 
collocational behaviour. There are several ways to build word sketches.

5.1 CoNLL

We have developed a script which takes CoNLL-annotated corpus as input and
generates word sketch grammars8. This was also applied on Turkish (Ambati et al.,
2012).

8 http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/wiki/SkE/SketchesFromCONLL



5.2 Universal word sketch grammar

We have also processed Turkish part of OPUS parallel corpus using rudimentary
tagging (content words, punctuation, numbers) together with so called universal word
sketch  grammar  with  very  simple  rules  like  “content  word  to  the  left  from  a
headword” and other analogous rules. This processing yielded word sketches which
can be built also for other Turkic languages but which are not of very high quality
and usability. See Figure 5.

Figure 5. Universal word sketch for “kitap” in OPUS corpus.

5.3 Word sketch grammar

The last and the most advanced way is to write grammar rules manually. It needs
both tagged corpus and a language specialist. This is yet to be done.

6. Keyword extraction

If you build your own domain-specific corpus, you can extract keywords from it.
The extraction procedure depends on relative frequencies of words in your corpus
and in a reference corpus in the same language. For the purpose of this paper we have
built a small Turkish corpus using football seed words (a few terms from  Futbal
article  on Turkish Wikipedia).  Several  pages were  automatically  downloaded and
then the corpus was expanded a little with WebBootCat tool, yielding cca 250,000
tokens from football-related Internet pages in Turkish. In Figure 6 you can see the top
part of the resulting list of keyword candidates from the domain corpus.



Figure 6. Keyword extraction from a domain-specific (football) corpus

The green keywords were used in building the corpus with WebBootCat. Sketch
Engine  shows  also  links  to  related  Wikipedia  articles  (Turkish  Wikipedia  in  this
case).  The score expresses  how salient  a  keyword is  in the domain corpus when
compared  with  a  general  (much  bigger)  Turkish  reference  corpus.  The  last  two
columns  are  raw frequencies  in  the  focus  and  in  the  reference  corpus.  It  is  also
important to note that neither of the authors has any knowledge of Turkish language
thus it is possible that the keywords are not perfect. The same methods could be used
to build e.g. Tatar corpus and extract keywords from it as it is fully statistically-based
approach.  More  info  about  the  extraction  procedure  can  be  found  in  (Kilgarriff,
2014).

7. Further work and development

The support  for Turkic language can be substantially improved. The two most
beneficial improvements are discussed below.

7.1 Term extraction

Recently  we  have  developed  term  extraction  for  several  languages:  English,
Spanish, German, Czech and a few others (Kilgarriff, 2014). To add a new language
to the list, it  is necessary to describe possible terms (usually noun phrases) using
advanced CQL queries. These queries both describe the grammar rules for matching
all possigle term phrases but also they describe how the resulting basic word form for
terms should look like.



7.2 Morphological analyzer integration

Advanced  Sketch  Engine  features,  such  as  word  sketches  and  thesaurus,  or
querying  the  corpus  for  morphological  categories  require  a  morphologically
annotated corpus. Although annotated texts can be loaded into the Sketch Engine, it
would be much more convenient for anyone building a Turkic corpus if the tool made
the tagging for them.

The requirements for embedding a morphological analyzer in the corpus building
interface are:

 Software running in a Unix-like environment.
 Command line interface for batch processing of large quantities of data.
 Documentation: evaluation of the tagger, description of possible output tags.
 Licence allowing to incorporate the tool in Sketch Engine. 

8. Conclusion

We have described the current support of Turkic languages in Sketch Engine. It
enables  a  basic  analysis  and  users  can  upload  preprocessed  data  and  use  all  the
standard  features  of  Sketch  Engine.  With  this  paper  we  hope  to  attract  Turkic
language specialists to use this powerful tool for exploring the richness of all Turkic
languages. Sketch Engine is currently used at many language institutions in Europe
and  we  think  that  it  can  boost  language  research  of  Turkic  languages,  its
lexicography, terminology and linguistics in general.
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